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Note: For easy reference to the theoretical source,
the numbering of equations and figures in square
brackets matches the numbering in BSM thesis
(first digit indicates the Chapter’s number). The
numbering of new equations and figures appears in
a normal way.

1. The concept of the vacuum space as a key 
issue for building of unified field theory
One of the long standing problems in theoretical
physics is how the gravitational field is related to
the electrical and magnetic field. This is part of the
problems related to development of successful uni-
fied field theory in order to understand better the
real world. The building of such theory is depend-
able of the correctness of the adopted fundamental
concepts and postulates in physics. One of them is
the concept of the vacuum. Is the currently adopted
concept about the vacuum space completely cor-
rect? Until the 17th century the Aristotel’s view has
been accepted, according to which the vacuum is a
physically impossible. It has been overthrown after
the invention of the barometer by Evangelista Tor-
richelli in 1644. The vacuum has been accepted as
a pure empty space. This concept has been changed
again in 19th century after the physicists discover
the electromagnetic radiation.

In the last decades of 19 century the concept of the
vacuum has been dominated by the aether theories.
In the beginning of 20 century the aether theory has
been ovethrown and replaced by the Einstein vision
about the vacuum. In the article "Can Quantum-
mechanical Description of Physical Reality Be
Considered Complete?", A. Einstein, B. Podolsky
and N. Rosen (1935) write: "Every element of the
physical reality must have a counterpart in the
physical theory." In one of its articles H. E. Puthoff,
(1997) writes about the Einstein’s view about his
theory of General Relativity” 
"With the rise of special relativity which did not re-
quire reference to such an underlying substrate,
Einstein in 1905 effectively banished the ether in
favour of the concept that empty space constitutes
a true void. Ten years later, however, Einstein's
own development of the general theory of relativity
with its concept of curved space and distorted ge-
ometry forced him to reverse his stand and opt for
a richly-endowed plenum under the new label
spacetime metric". 

In another article H. E. Puthoff (1997) pro-
vides a citation from A. Sakharov (the developer of
russian hydrogen bomb) "Searching to derive Ein-
stein's phenomenological equations for general rel-
ativity from a more fundamental set of
assumptions, Sakharov came to the conclusion that
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the entire panoply of general relativistic phenome-
na could be seen as induced effects brought about
by changes in the quantum-fluctuation energy of
the vacuum due to the presence of matter".

The “dark matter” is an extensively hot topic
in cosmology today. Currently it is already accept-
ed that the “dark matter” predominates the visible
matter in the Universe. In recent years it has been
found that in the centre of most of the galaxies there
is a supermassive black hole in order of billion so-
lar masses (keyword for search “supermassive
black holes”). A surprising strong relation has been
found between the mass of the supermassive black
hole and the mass of the whole galaxy (L. Ferrar-
ese, D. Merrit, 2000) It seams that this black hole
know how much mass exists in the host galaxy or
there is some kind of mass-energy balance. Addi-
tionally to this, one of the largest rotation curve
data base of spiral galaxies clearly shows that the
“dark matter” is rather a rule, than exception. (An
analysis of 900 optical rotation curves: Dark matter
in a corner?, by D. F. Roscoe, (1999)). Then it
stands to reason raising a question: Isn’t the “dark”
matter around us and even “within us” and if so
isn’t the “hidden matter” more appropriate name?
Then the concept of the vacuum should be insepa-
rable from the concept of “dark” or “hidden” mat-
ter. 

Large number of not solved problems and
even mysteries in the range from particle physics to
cosmology indicates that our current vision about
the Nature and Universe may not present the real
picture. This may lead to a serious gap between the
fields of the theoretical physics from one side and
applied sciences from the other. This is not an iso-
lated opinion among the applied field scientists. In
a recently  published article  “Physics in crisis” in
Physics Today and FermiNews, Sidney Nagel
(2002) points out the gap that now exists between
the fields of fast advancing applied science and the
particle physics. He writes; “So, in order to study
geology, condensed matter physics, or biology,
does one really need to know the standard model?
Does it even help? Of course not.” 

In the same perspective, we may take one ex-
ample about the complex molecules, such as the or-
ganic and biomolecules. Despite the huge number
of possible configurations of the atoms in such
molecules they preserve their shape in proper envi-

ronments. This is especially valid for the long chain
biomolecules. If considering only the Quantum
Mechanical considerations a protein molecule
from 2,000 atoms, for example  should possess an
astronomical number of degrees of freedom. It is
known, however, that this number is drastically re-
duced by some strong structural restrictions, such
as bond lengths, relative bond angles and rotations.
All this restrictions could not get satisfactory ex-
planation by the Quantum Mechanical models of
the atoms. This problem is known as a Levinthal’s
paradox.

The above considerations and citations are
presented only to show that the presently accepted
concept  about vacuum space could not be consid-
ered as a final truth. This may deform our knowl-
edge about a large number of phenomena.

Inspired by the above considerations exten-
sive search has been done about possible different
concepts about vacuum that have not been studied
so far. Apart of this a broad interdisciplinary study
from different fields of physics and chemistry was
done. It led to a conclusion that the Quantum Me-
chanical models may not show some structural fea-
tures of the atoms. The search of alternative
vacuum concept and the results of the interdiscipli-
nary study led to development of original unified
field theory called Basic Structures of Matter
(BSM). In order to build such theory, however, the
vacuum concept and some of the initially adopted
postulates in modern physics had to be reconsid-
ered. This led to derivation of quite different mod-
els of the atoms, possessing rich physical
structures. The structural features are able to ex-
plain the observed length and angular restrictions
of the chemical bonds. Such features are not appar-
ent by the Quantum Mechanical models. In the
same time, the physical models of the atoms exhibit
the same energy levels and interaction properties as
the Quantum Mechanical models. The valuable
features of the derived models allows explanation
of number of not solved problems in the fields of
structural chemistry, biomolecules and the fast
growing fields of nanotechnology.

The purpose of this article is to provide brief
introduction into the concept and models of BSM
theory. Without such introduction the potential  of
the these models for applications in different fields
of applied science could not be understood.
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2. The new point of view of the BSM theory
A new theoretical study, provided by BSM theory,
indicates that the vacuum is not a void space, but
possessing a underlying grid structure of super-
dense particles. Extensive analysis of phenomena
from different fields of physics allowed to formu-
late the search criteria for the possible physical
model of this structure. Its properties must explain
the basic physical effects in the complex “matter -
energy - space - time - gravitation - fields”. The
search for the correct model took also into account
number of recently published theoretical articles
about the vacuum properties. They are related with
some features, such  as the Zero Point Energy, the
quantum fluctuations  and the polarizability of the
vacuum. Number of theoretical works in this field
are provided by T. H. Boyer, H. E. Puthoff, A. Rue-
da, M. Ibison, B. Haisch and others.

The defined criteria allowed to narrow the
range of search, so one of the most promising mod-
el is suggested. According to this model, the vacu-
um space possesses a underlying grid structure
of sub-elementary particles arranged in nodes.
These particles called twisted prisms are formed of
two types super dens intrinsic matter substances.
Prisms of the same type are attracted in a pure void
space by Intrinsic Gravitational (IG) forces, FIG,
that are inverse proportional to a cube of the
distance.

                             [(2.1)]

where:  mo1 and mo2 are intrinsic masses (of this su-
perdense particles), Go is the Intrinsic Gravitation-
al constant (there is an indication that it could be
equal to the Newton’s gravitational constant if the
difference between the two type of intrinsic matter
is taken into account), r - distance.

It is assumed that the IG force is related to
the theoretically known physical parameter called
Planck’s frequency, 

                                        (1)

In the article “Gravity as a zero-point fluc-
tuation force”, H. E. Puthoff (1989) begins from
the equation of the Planck’s frequency and using
one hypothesis of Sakharov successfully derives

the Newton’s law of gravitation. This result is used
as a valuable initial point in BSM concept. Relying
on the Planck’s frequency as a real physical param-
eter is a step in a right direction in the process of
building the BSM concept. The confidence about
this is increased by the  results obtained latter from
the analysis of the derived models and their consis-
tency with known physical parameters and experi-
mental results.

Let focussing on the prisms and the single
node of the introduced grid structure. The prisms
are hexagonal sub-elementary particles with a
length a few time larger than the diameter. They
possess axial  IG anisotropy with a twisting compo-
nent, due to a lower level structure, so they are
called twisted prisms. The dimensions ratio be-
tween the two types of prisms is 2:3. Every node is
comprised of four prisms of same substance, nor-
mally at angle 109.5o between them. The two types
of nodes are alternatively arranged forming a grid
similar as the atoms in a diamond. Governed only
by the IG forces, the node geometry has some flex-
ibility, while their mutual positions - some limited
freedom. In some conditions part of the nodes
could be displaced and folded, so they could pass
through a normal grid structure. The IG field is a
type of energy interaction between intrinsic matter
at lower level of matter organization involved in an
intrinsic energy balance. The gaps between the al-
ternatively arranged nodes of different types are
also results of an intrinsic energy balance. The es-
timated distance between neighbouring nodes of
the grid is in order of  (1 ~ 2)E-20 (m), while the
matter density of the prisms is about 1E13 times
higher than the density of the average atomic mat-
ter. This structure fills all the visible volume of the
Universe. It is called a Cosmic Lattice (CL), so the
vacuum space in which we live and observe is ref-
erenced in BSM theory as a CL space. 

The new concept about the vacuum broad-
ens our vision about the space-time and matter-en-
ergy relations. Using the vacuum grid as a frame of
reference, the BSM theory allows to separate the
space from time parameters at low level of matter
organization and to perform physical analysis in a
real three dimensional space. In such approach the
Quantum Mechanical rules and the relativistic phe-
nomena are completely understandable and ex-
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plainable by the human logic without need of the
uncertainty principle.

The self-sustainable CL structure of the
vacuum space is supported by super strong interac-
tions between the highly dens prisms arranged in
nodes. In the same time, the node distance is very
weakly  influenced by the atomic matter of massive
astronomical objects. This effect is very weak be-
cause for the length scale range of CL node dis-
tance the Newtonian gravitation is negligible in
comparison to the Intrinsic Gravitation. While the
node distance is about 10E9 times smaller than the
average internuclear distance of the atoms in a sol-
id body, the matter density in the prisms is about
1E13 times higher than the average atomic matter.
Therefore, the massive astronomical objects are
able to influence the parameters of the surrounding
CL space. This defines the local conditions of the
light velocity, while the gradient of slightly affect-
ed node distance defines the General relativistic
conditions.

Another specific feature of the CL space is
the ability of  the CL nodes to fold and pass through
the grid structure of a normal CL space when a less
massive object moves in a CL space of a more mas-
sive one. Such unique feature does not have coun-
terpart in any concept of aether or ideal fluid. 

The folding properties of the CL nodes is
also closely related to the inertial properties of the
atomic matter in CL space and plays a role in the
equivalence between gravitational and inertial
mass. 

Analysing the dynamics and mutual inter-
actions of the CL nodes (§2.9 of BSM), it is possi-
ble to understand some of the fundamental physical
parameters, such as: unit charge, magnetic field,
Planck constant, Zero Point Energy, photon
wavetrain structure, light velocity, permeability
and permittivity of vacuum.  

Fig. 2.20 illustrates a geometry of a single
node in position of geometrical equilibrium with
two sets of axes, denoted as abcd and xyz.

The CL node has two sets of axes: one set
of 4 axes along anyone of the prisms called abcd
axes, and another set of 3 orthogonal axes called
xyz axes. In geometrical equilibrium the angles be-
tween anyone of abcd axes is 109.5o. The abcd
axes define a tetrahedron. The xyz axes pass
through the middle of every two opposite edges of

the tetrahedron. In the same time, the orthogonal
xyz axes of the neighbouring CL nodes are aligned. 

Fig. 2.20 CL node in geometrical equilibrium posi-
tion The two sets of axes are: abcd and xyz

 Such arrangement gives conditions for
complex node oscillations under the inverse cubic
law of intrinsic gravitation. The return forces (of
inverse cubic law) acting on deviated  from the cen-
tral position CL node exhibits set of minimums.
These minimums can be associated with energy
wells. Two symmetrical minimums appear
along anyone of xyz axes and one minimum
along the positive direction of anyone of abcd
axes. These set of minimums provide conditions
for complex  oscillations of the CL node. From a
point of view of CL node dynamics they are re-
sponsible for the total energy well of the CL node
(Zero Point Energy of vacuum). Fig. [2.24] illus-
trates the return forces along the two sets of axes
and the associated with them energy wells. 

The right vertical axis indicates specific en-
ergy points. The energy level EC2 corresponds to
the filled energy wells or the Zero Point Energy of
the vacuum. The complex CL node oscillations are
characterised by two  types of cycles: a resonance
cycle and  a SPM cycle (the latter is described by a
Spatial Precession Momentum vector). The trace of

Fig. [2.24]
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the resonance cycle is approximately flat but open
curve with four bumps, as shown in Fig. [2.26] The
bumps are caused by the different stiffness between
deviations along abcd and xyz axis (within finite
angle). Therefore, the resonance cycle is character-
ized by a vector with for momentum maximums at
two orthogonal axes. The points A and B from the
resonance cycle are pretty close but not coinciding,
so the segment AB points almost at 90 deg in re-
spect to the drawing plane. The lack of coincidence
between any initial (A) and final (B) point from one
resonance cycle is a result of the asymmetrical spa-
tial positions of the energy wells in respect to the
central node point (node point for zero deviation). 

 

 The average plane of the resonance trace is
slightly rotated with every cycle, so after a large
number of such cycles the node trace passes
through the same (arbitrary selected) initial point
A. This is a SPM cycle. The vector describing this
cycle is called SPM vector (Spatial Precession
momentum). The number of the resonance cycle
in one SPM cycle, estimated in BSM, is

. 
The tip of SPM vector for one full cycle cir-

cumscribes a closed surface with central point sym-
metry and six bumps aligned along the axes xyz.
Such type of surface is referenced in BSM as a
SPM quasisphere. It is found that the resonance
cycle is related to the velocity of the energy wave
propagation (light velocity), while the SPM cycle
is related to quantum features of the CL space. In
such conditions, the SPM cycle is responsible for
the constant light velocity, due to the quantum
properties of the SPM quasispheres and their mutu-
al interactions. The frequency of SPM cycle is
equal to the known Compton frequency. In absence
of any electrical charge, the SPM quasisphere pos-
sesses a central point of symmetry and it is called
a Magnetic Quasisphere (MQ). This is a normal

state of the oscillating CL node that appears to be
related to the magnetic permeability of the vacuum.

In presence of electrical charge, the SPM
quasisphere obtains a deformation as an elongation
along its diameter connecting two opposite bumps,
so it is called an Electrical Quasisphere (EQ).
The shapes of MQ and EQ are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1  MQ and EQ of  SPM vector

By studying the dynamics of CL nodes it is
found that the EQ type node possesses larger ener-
gy than MQ type. The electrical field is composed
of spatially oriented and synchronized EQ CL
nodes, so a domain of EQ type CL nodes possesses
a larger energy than a domain of MQ type CL
nodes.

From the other hand, the magnetic field is
a closed loop in CL space involving only MQ
type of nodes whose SPM frequencies are syn-
chronized. Such arrangement, however, has some
specific spatial and temporally features:

- The CL nodes of right handed prisms are
commonly synchronized

- The CL nodes of the left-handed prisms
are commonly synchronized

- The phase difference between the in-
volved left and right handed nodes determines the
direction of the magnetic field, for example, +90
deg phase difference for N-S direction and -90 deg
phase difference for S-N direction.

- The involved MQ nodes may additionally
have a helical arrangement along the closed loop

The above considerations are for perma-
nent magnetic field. In case of alternative magnetic
field, the commonly spatially dependable synchro-
nizations of the left and right-handed stationary
nodes vary with the time.

Fig. [2.26]
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Physically the EQ type node is a stationary
and defined by a local gravitational field of a mas-
sive object (in our case - the Earth). When studying
the conditions of energy propagation as a wave,
however, it is convenient to use imaginary run-
ning CL nodes. In such case the temporal variation
of a common synchronization of the CL nodes are
easily studied. The analysis in such approach led to
unveiling the structure of the photon wavetrain as a
complex but well defined spatial arrangement of
EQ and MQ running nodes.  

The photon wavetrain is a complex ar-
rangement of running EQs with decreasing de-
formation gradient  from the central axis of the
wavetrain to its boundary radius, where run-
ning MQs are formed. Thus, it is found that the
photon wavetrain has boundary conditions (a solu-
tion of one long standing problem).

The analysis of the CL node dynamics as
EQ and MQ type and the unveiled photon
wavetrain structure in a normal CL space (possess-
ing a normal Zero Point Energy) are presented in
Chapter 2 of BSM thesis. CL space with subnormal
Zero Point Energy is related to superconductivity
effects. The CL node dynamics and the charge par-
ticles behaviour in this state of the matter-space
complex is analysed in Chapter 4 of BSM.

The applied new approach allows also un-
veiling the real physical structures of the atomic
and subatomic particles. The Bohr atomic model
appears to be only a mathematical model providing
correct energy levels, but it is not identical to the
physical one.  When taking into account the vacu-
um structure and the structure of elementary parti-
cles, the physical models of the Hydrogen and all
stable elements appear quite different.

 From a BSM point of view, the interpreta-
tion of the scattering experiments does not provide
correct real dimensions, because the structures of
the vacuum and elementary particles are not taken
into account.  BSM analysis  found that the stable
particles, such as proton, neutron and electron (and
positron) posses structures with well defined spa-
tial geometry and denser internal lattices. They are
comprised of complex but understandable three-di-
mensional helical structures whose elementary
building blocks are the same as those involved in
the vacuum grid - the two types of prisms.  Analys-
ing the interactions between the vacuum space and

elementary particles, but from a new point of view,
the BSM theory allowed a derivation of number of
useful equations, such as a light velocity equation -
expressed by the CL space parameters, a mass
equation (the mass we are familiar with), an equa-
tion about the vacuum energy (zero point energy),
and some relations between CL space parameters
and the known physical constants. The BSM pro-
vides also an understandable physical explanation
of what is an elementary electrical charge and why
it is constant.

The motion analysis of the smallest charge
particle - the electron from a new point of view
(Chapter 3 and 4 of BSM) allows to unveil its phys-
ical structure and intrinsic properties. The electron
is a system comprised of three helical structures as
illustrated by Fig. 2. Two of its helical structures
possess denser lattices located in the internal spac-
es of the helix envelopes (this lattice is not shown
in Fig. 2). 

The physical dimensions of this structures
are: RC - Compton radius of electron (known), re -
a small electron radius, rp a small positron radius,
se - helix step.

External helical structure with internal
denser lattice (from right handed prisms, for exam-
ple) is referenced in BSM as external electron shell.
It is responsible for the modulation of the CL space
around the electron and creation of a negative
charge. The internal helical structure with internal
denser lattice (from a left-handed prisms, respec-
tively) with a central core (from right handed
prisms) is an internal positron.  Regarded as a 3
body oscillating system the electron has two proper
frequencies:

- a first proper frequency: between the ex-
ternal electron shell and the internal positron

- a second proper frequency: between the
internal positive shell and the central negative core.

  

Fig. 2

Oscillating
electron
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It is found that the first proper frequency of
the electron is equal to the SPM frequency of the
CL node. This is well known Compton frequency.

It is found that in conditions of screw-like
motion of the electron with tangential velocity
equal to the light velocity, the phase of the first
proper frequency of the rotating electron matches
the phase of the SPM vector. They both oscillate
with a Compton frequency. In the same time, the
internal core oscillation (with a proper frequency of
three times the Compton frequency) provides a
third harmonic feature for this motion. As a result
the rotating and oscillating electron exhibit a max-
imum interaction with the CL space - a kind of
quantum interaction. The electron axial velocity for
this case is , corresponding to kinetic ener-
gy of 13.6 eV. In such type of motion the helical
step, se, is given by the following expression:

 (m)         [(3.9)]

                                 [(3.12.a)]
where: Rc - is the Compton radius,  - is the fine
structure constant, ge - is the gyromagnetic factor,

   - is the Compton wavelength (CL space param-
eter).

From the analysis of the Fractional Quantum
Hall experiments in Chapter 4 of BSM, it is found
that: . Then all the of  geometrical param-
eters of the electron are determined.

Electron confined motion with suboptimal
velocities corresponding to  where n is a
small integer is also possible but with decreasing
strength of quantum interactions. They corre-
sponds to kinetic energies of 13.6 eV. 3.41 eV,
1.51. eV, 0.85 and so on. The quantum conditions
providing stabilizing effect for these velocities are
discussed later.

The configuration of one of the internal lattic-
es of the helical structures of the electron called  a
Rectangular Lattice (RL) is shown in Fig. [2.16].
Every RL node is comprised of six prisms of the
same type. The axial section contains number  of
concentric layers. Starting from the cylindrical
boundary defined by the helix envelope, the most
external layer is connected to the helix by IG forc-
es, while every internal layer is connected to the
neighbouring external one. The thickness of every
internal layer is half of the thickness of the neigh-

bouring external layer. These are pure geometrical
considerations for a stable internal lattice. The  ra-
dially alined prisms of the neighbouring nodes are
without gaps, while the gap between the tangential-
ly aligned prisms varies when moving from exter-
nal to the internal radius of the layer.   

Fig. [2.16] Configuration of internal lattice of type
RL (Rectangular Lattice) inside the cylindrical
space enveloped by the first order helical structure

The electron structure, shown in Fig. 2 has
two internal RL lattices. They are built of same
type prisms like their envelope. The RL structure
shown in Fig. 2 is the internal one and it possesses
a central hole where the central core of the electron
oscillates. The other RL lattice has a larger whole
where the internal first order helical structure oscil-
lates.

The stiffness of RL defined by the prism den-
sity is about 1000 times larger than the stiffness of
CL structure of the vacuum. Consequently, the vol-
ume of RL structure is not penetrative even for
folded CL nodes. Then it displaces the CL struc-
ture, or in other words, it feels a CL pressure. This
is a Static CL pressure discussed later. For open
helical structures like those in the electron (the both
ends are not connected) the internal RL structure is
stabilised by twisting. In such way, it becomes a
twisted type of RL structure, denoted as  RL(T).
The twisted radial stripes of RL(T) modulate the
CL nodes converting them to EQ type nodes ar-
ranged in a proper spatial configuration. It is evi-
dent that the modulated EQ nodes are arranged as
lines extensions from the  twisted radial stripe of
RL(T). This is illustrated by Fig. [2.17]. These
lines form the  electrical field of the charge particle.
It is evident that in a proximity range these lines
might be slightly curved but in a far range they ap-
pear as emerging from a point. The line shape and
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their connection to the twisted radial stripes of
RL(T)  is very important feature of the electron
structure. It allows to explain magnetic type inter-
actions of the electron moving in CL space. 

Fig. [2.17] Proximity E-field lines from RL(T) structure

It is apparent that one type of prisms (for in-
stance the right handed) is associated with one sign
of charge while other type with - another. There-
fore we may address the two types of prisms as pos-
itive and negative, while keeping in mind that the
physical charge appears only in CL space.

All elementary particles are built of helical
structures that from their hand possess internal RL
lattices. The RL and RL(T) parameters of the heli-
cal structures are determined in Chapter 6 of BSM,
where physical meanings for number of experi-
mentally obtained parameters from the  particle
physics are unveiled. This includes: the ratio be-
tween pion-muon mass, the tau particle (Regge res-
onance at 1.7778 MeV), the resonance at 1.44
MeV, the Fermi coupling constant , the effective
mixing parameter , the energy equivalence
of the “masses” of the W+- and Z bosons.

By using the unveiled structure of the elec-
tron as a reference etalon, the basic parameters of
the CL space are obtained and expressed by the
known physical constants. The basic parameters
are:  the Static CL pressure - related to the Newto-
nian mass, the Dynamic CL pressure - related to the
Zero point Energy of vacuum, the Partial CL pres-
sure - related to the inertial properties of the atomic
matter in CL space, the Compton frequency as a
characteristic parameter of CL node and electron
oscillating properties, the light velocity and the

Compton wavelength. The obtained expression of
Static CL pressure is:

               [(3.53)]

The static CL pressure allows defining the
Newtonian mass (the mass we are familiar with)
for any particle in a stable phase of its existence.

                                               [(3.48)]

where: Ve is the envelope volume of the electron
and VH - is the total volume of similar structures for
a particle under consideration.

The energy from displaced CL nodes can be
directly estimated by the Einstein’s equation

.
When the electron or any stable helical struc-

ture is in motion, it displays CL nodes. The dis-
placement process for the stationary nodes involve
the following phases: a node folding and displace-
ment, a returning to the initial position and unfold-
ing. There is not boundary between these two
phases and the folding in partial. The displaced
node preserves it energy momentum by converting
the oscillation energy into rotational energy. In
such conditions it may interact with the oscillating
normal nodes. This is an inertial interaction that
any moving helical structure exhibits in CL space. 

A deeper study of this process leads to under-
standing the effects of Special relativity. It also
leads to a conclusion (in Chapter 10 of BSM) that
displaced nodes exist permanently around the
atomic particles but only in motion in respect to the
stationary CL space. The amount of the displaced
nodes could be expressed by a CL space parameter
Partial CL pressure. In Chapter 10 of BSM, where
the inertial properties of the matter are discussed, it
is found that the ratio between Partial and Static CL
pressure is related to the fine structure constant by
the relation:

                         [(10.18)]

The capability of the CL nodes to fold and
penetrate in the normal CL space is one of the very
specific feature related to the inertia of any particle
in CL space. Therefore, it is involved in the defini-
tion of the inertial mass of the atoms and the matter
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build of atoms. (On the other hand, the intrinsic
matter possesses intrinsically small inertia in pure
empty space, so it is possible to handle much larger
energy. This is valid also for the CL structure).

 The confined screw like motion of the oscil-
lating electron in CL space is characterized by
strong quantum interactions with the oscillating CL
nodes. This effect is contributed by two conditions:
a phase match between the involved cycles (dis-
cussed above) and conditions of integer number of
Compton wavelengths for boundary conditions of
the induced magnetic field from the rotating elec-
tron. These two conditions allow strong quantum
effects to appear at particular velocities of screw-
like motion of the electron, corresponding to the
energy levels of  13.6 eV, 3.4 eV, 1.51 eV, 0.85 eV
and so on. 

The magnetic radius rmb in a plane normal
to Vax is defined from the conditions that the ro-
tating IG field of the internal lattice of the elec-
tron helical structure (that modulates the CL
space) could not exceed the light velocity. 

The magnetic radius for  13.6 eV is verified
from the analysis of the quantum magnetic field
(see §3.11 in Chapter 3 of BSM thesis):  
The accurate value of  rmb for 13.6 eV is almost
equal to Rc, but slightly larger due to a finite thick-
ness of the electron helical structure.

If relating the above energy levels with the
number of full rotations of the electron one obtains:

13. 6 eV - 1 rotation per SPM cycle
3.4 eV   - 1/2 rotations per SPM cycle
1.51 eV - 1/3 rotations per SPM cycle 
0.85 eV = 1/4 rotations per  SPM cycle
1 SPM cycle = Compton time 
BSM uses a parameter called subharmonic

number, n, in order to notify the quantum motion
conditions of the electron. This number is related to
the electron axial velocity by the expression

. In the same time the subharmonic
number matches the quantum number of the elec-
tron orbit in Bohr atomic model. A quantum mo-
tion with a first harmonic velocity corresponds to
13.6 eV, with a second subharmonic - 3.4 eV, with
a third subharmonic - 1.51 eV and so on. The term
subharmonic number is chosen because it anno-
tates  the spin rotation of the electron in its confined
motion.

Analysing the efficiency of the quantum in-
teractions between the confined moving electron
and CL space at relativistic velocities the relativis-
tic gamma factor is derived in §3.11.A. The analy-
sis provides a physical  explanation of the
relativistic effect of mass increase. It is a result of
the finite rate at which the CL node could be folded
and displaced. A limiting factor of this rate is the
resonance frequency of CL node, estimated in
§2.11.3,  Chapter 2 of BSM, as:

 (Hz)                                     [(2.55)]

3. Quantum loops and possible orbits for elec-
tron with optimal confined velocity. Embedded 
signature of the fine structure constant.

3.1 Quantum motion of the electron in closed 
loop trajectories.

The motion of the electron is always a result
of external forces. Such forces exists even without
acceleration fields. The driving mechanism in such
case is supported by the condition  of accurately
kept relation between the Static and Partial pres-
sure of CL space, expressed by Eq. [(10.18)]. The
partial pressure is contributed by the velocity and
spin momentum of the folded nodes. They can exist
only in motion. Therefore they are behind the driv-
ing mechanism that keeps the oscillating and orbit-
al motion of the electrons in the atom. The orbital
motion could be regarded as a motion in closed
loop, whose trajectory follows equipotential sur-
face of electrical field defined by one or more pos-
itive charges. All this conditions are ideal for a
quantum motion of the electron in a closed loop. 

 Let considering a repetitive motion in a
closed loop. Obviously, the length of such loop will
depend of the conditions of phase matching be-
tween the SPM frequency of the CL node,  from
one side and the first and second proper frequen-
cies of the electron, from the other. All of them can
be expressed by the Compton frequency.

Let us find the path length at which the quan-
tum loop condition for the electron moving with a
first harmonic velocity (13.6 eV) is fulfilled. Ini-
tially we will ignore the relativistic effect for
simplicity. It is reasonable to look for path length
defined by some CL space parameter. One of this
parameter is the Compton wavelength 

Φ0 h/qo=

Vax αc/n=

νR 1.092646 29×10=

λc λSPM=
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For one orbital cycle in a closed loop with length
, the number of turns NT is:

               [ (3.43.d)]
  The value of NT could be regarded as a con-

dition of screw-like motion of the electron at which
the initial phase in any one point of the closed loop
is repeated. We see that it appears slightly different
from the reciprocal value of the fine structure con-
stant.

                                          
Therefore, the round number of turns is:
                                             [(3.43.e)]
The obtained number of turns as , howev-

er, is not a whole number. In the same time, the
trace length of this loop is quite small, when com-
paring to the Bohr orbit length of  (also with
the proton dimensions determined in Chapter 6 as
a result of the accepted concept of the vacuum
space). Therefore, we may look for the phase con-
ditions at larger loop length. The close value of NT
to   is not occasional. Then, one may substitute
the NT with  and multiply the result by  that
is associated with the circumference length of the
electron coil. In such case we obtain:

    (m)         [(3.43.f)]

We see that the obtained value with dimen-
sion of length is equal to the Bohr orbit length:

   (m)                  [(3.43.g)]

where:    (m)  - is the radius of
the Bohr atomic model of hydrogen. 

The expression {(3.43.f)] is not something
new. The important, fact, however, is the way of its
derivation related with the suggested physical
model of the electron. The obtained loop length ap-
pears equal to the orbit length of the Bohr atom. It
is defined by Bohr atomic radius which is one of
the very basic parameters used in the Quantum me-
chanics. From a point of view of BSM, however,
the physical meaning of this parameter appears dif-
ferent.

According to BSM concept, the well
known parameter a0 used as a radius in the
Bohr model, appears defined only by the quan-
tum motion conditions of the electron moving in
a closed loop with an optimal confined velocity
corresponding to electron energy of 13.6 eV.

Then the main characteristic parameter of the
quantum loop is not its shape, but its length.

For a motion with optimal confined velocity
the number of electron turns in the quantum orbit is
equal to the orbital length  divided by the helix
step (se).

       turns         [(3.43.h)]

The analysis of the confined motion of the
electron in Chapter 3 and 4 of BSM indicates that
its second proper frequency is three times higher
than the first one (the first one is equal to the
Compton frequency)

Let find at what number of complete orbital
cycles (for orbit length of ) the phase repetition
of the first and second proper frequencies of the
electron is satisfied (in other words the smallest
number of orbital cycles containing whole number
of two frequency cycles). Eq. [(3.43.h)] shows that
the number of first proper frequency cycle is close
to 1/3. If assuming that it is exactly 1/3 (due to not
very accurate determination of the participating pa-
rameters), then the condition for phase repetition of
both frequency cycles will be met for three orbital
cycles. The whole number of turns then should be

. Substituting  in this with expression giv-
en by Eq. [(3.9)] we must get a whole number of
turns

                                                  (2)
 
We have ignored so far the relativistic correc-

tion, but for accurate estimation it should be taken
into account. The relativistic gamma factor for the
electron velocity of  is . Multi-
plying the above expression by the gamma factor
we get.

                                          (3) 
Eqs. (2) and (3) provide a possibility for ver-

ification of the phase repetition condition if the ac-
curacy of the experimentally estimated fine
structure constant exceeds some threshold level.
The procedure is simple: calculation the expression
by the recommended value of , rounding the re-
sult to the closer integer and recalculating the cor-
responding value for . The whole number of turns
condition could be correct only if the recalculated
value is in the range of the accuracy of the experi-

λc
NT λc/se 137.03234= =

1/α 137.03598949=

NT 1/α≈
1/α

2πao

1/α
1/α λc

NTλc
1
α
---λc≈ 3.249187 10–×10=

2πao 3.3249187 10–×10=

ao 0.52917725 10–×10=

2πao

2πao
se

------------
λc

αse
-------- 18778.362= =

2πao

3λc/αse se

3 1 α2–
α2

---------------------- integer=

V αc= γ 1 α2–( )
-1/2

=

3/α2 integer=

α

α
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mentally determined . The recommended value
of  according CODATA 98 is

  (CODATA 98)       (4)
where the digits in bracket is the uncertainty error. 

The calculated values of  from Eq. (2) and
(3) exceed quite a lot the uncertainty value of ex-
perimentally determined  given by Eq. (4). Con-
sequently, the condition of phase repetitions of the
two proper frequencies is not fulfilled for three or-
bital cycles with total trace length of .
Therefore, we may search for the smallest number
of orbital cycles in which the phase repetition con-
ditions are satisfied. It stands to reason that the ap-
proximate value of the orbital cycles could be
about 137 ( ). Then if not considering relativistic
correction, the number of electron turns is

                                                 

When applying relativistic correction (multi-
plying by relativistic gamma factor) the number of
electron turns is  .   The phase repetition condi-
tions will be satisfied if this number is integer.

                                      [(3.43.i)]
Substituting  with its value from CODATA

98 (Eq. (4)) we get

For plus and minus deviation in a range of un-
certainty error (value in brackets in Eq. 4)) we get
respectively 2573380.55 and 2573380.6. 

Consequently, we may accept that the full
number of turn is 2573380. 

It is evident that theoretical expression
[(3.43.i)] can be used only if the experimental ac-
curacy exceeds some threshold. Then the more ac-
curate theoretical value is:  

            (5)
The small difference of the theoretically ob-

tained value of  from the experimental one is like-
ly caused by the method of its determination by
experiments. One of the most useful expression for
experimental estimation is based on the measure-
ment of the Josephson constant, KJ. Its connection
to  is given by the expression, where all other
physical parameters are known with high accuracy.

                                           (6)

where:  - is the permeability of vacuum, me - is
the electron mass, c - is a light velocity,  - is the
Compton wavelength.

The accuracy of  according to this method
depends of the accuracy of the Josephson constant
measurement. The recommended value for this
constant according to CODATA 98 is

  (hz/V)
If substituting in Eq. (6) the recommended by

CODATA 98 value of alpha with the calculated
one by Eq. (5), the value of the Josephson coeffi-
cient is still in the uncertainty range (shown in
brackets).

 From the following later analysis we will see
that it is more appropriate to use the number of full
cycles of the first and proper frequencies. They are
completely defined by the quantum velocity of the
electron and the orbit trace length. In such way we
arrive to the conclusion:

(A) The number of cycles of the first and
second proper frequency of the electron in the
orbital trace is defined only by the fine structure
constant.

The conclusion (A) is reasonable from a
physical point of view when having in mind the dy-
namical interactions between the oscillating elec-
tron and the oscillating CL nodes from one side and
the embedded fine structure constant in the electron
structure from the other.

 The integer value 2573380 is proposed also
by Michael Wales, based on quite different method
for analysis of the electron behaviour (See Michael
Wales book “Quantum theory; Alternative per-
spectives”)

The introduced subharmonic number (n) cor-
responds to the principal quantum number of Bohr
model. The magnetic radius of electron motion
with different number n is analysed in §3.1 (Chap-
ter 3 of BSM). Its value for  matches to the es-
timated magnetic radius corresponding to the
magnetic moment of the electron. For larger num-
bers, however, the magnetic radius shows and in-
crease.  The physical explanation by BSM is that at
decreased electron rotation its IG field of the twist-
ed internal RL structure is able to modulate the sur-
rounding CL space up to a radius until the rotating
modulation of the circumference reaches the speed
of light. At this moment the circumference length
of the modulation boundary is equal to a whole

α
α

α 7.2973525 27( ) 10 3–×=

α

α

3 2πao×

1/α

1 α2–
α3

-------------------

1/α3

1/α3 integer=
α

1/α3 2573380.57=

α 2573380( )-1/3 7.2973531 3–×10= =

α

α

KJ
2
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--- 2α

µomeλc
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number of Compton wavelengths. These condi-
tions in fact define the stable velocity at any one
value of subharmonic number n.

Table 1 shows the quantum motion parame-
ters of the electron in a quantum loop for velocities
corresponding to different subharmonic   numbers.

                                                     Table 1
------------------------------------------------------------------------
No    E  (eV)     Vax           Vt           rmb               lql          Lq  (A)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                         
                                                 
                                               
                                              
                                            
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

where: E - is the electron energy, Vax - is the
axial velocity, Vt - is the tangential velocity of the
rotating electron structure, rmb - is the value of the
boundary electron magnetic radius in a plane nor-
mal to Vax vector, c - is a light velocity, Rc - is the
Compton radius, ao - is the Bohr radius, lql - is the
trace length for a motion in closed loop (single
quantum loop), Lq  - is the length size of the quan-
tum loop as Hippoped curve with parameter 

The introduced parameter subharmonic
number shows the rotational rate of the whole
electron structure. The rotational rate decreases
with the consecutive increase of this number, but
the number of the first and second proper frequen-
cy cycles is not changed. This is very important
feature formulated by the conclusion (B).

(B) The number of first and second proper
frequency cycles of the electron in closed loop
with any subharmonic number is a constant.  

From the provided analysis we find that the
electron makes 18778.362 rotations for one quan-
tum loop. One quantum orbit may contain one ore
more quantum loops. From Table 1 we see that for
a confined moving electron the circumference
length of the boundary of the electron’s magnetic
radius in a plane normal to Vax is equal to a whole
number of 

While the Compton frequency, , expresses
the frequency of the SPM vector and the first prop-
er frequency of the oscillating electron, the Comp-
ton wavelength, , is a characteristic parameter of
CL space related with the light velocity by the sim-
ple relation . The frequency of SPM vector

from its side is directly related to the known phys-
ical parameter permeability of vacuum. 

3.2. Quantum orbits. Emission and absorption 
of photon.

It is apparent from the provided analysis that
a stable quantum loop is defined by the repeatable
motion of oscillating electron. The shape of such
loop is defined by external conditions. Such condi-
tions may exist in the following two options: 

- a quantum loop obtained between particle
with equal but opposite charges and same mass, as
in the case of  positronium (see Chapter 3 of BSM)

- a quantum loop obtained between opposite
charges but different masses (a hydrogen atom as a
most simple case and other atoms and ions as more
complex cases). 

In both options the quantum loops are repeat-
able and we may call them quantum orbits. The
quantum orbit may contain one or few serially con-
nected quantum loops. It is obvious that the shape
of the quantum orbit is defined by the proximity
field configuration of the proton (or protons). The
vacuum space concept of BSM allows unveiling
not only the electron structure but also the physical
shape of the proton with its proximity electrical
field. The shape of any possible quantum orbit is
strictly defined by these proton’s parameters.

The conditions defining the quantum orbit al-
low unveiling the parameters of the possible quan-
tum orbits in atoms and molecules. The most
simplest examples are the possible quantum orbits
of hydrogen atom. In Chapter 7 of BSM a model of
Balmer series is suggested. Its analysis confirms
the concept of confined motion of the electron. The
trace length of the quantum orbit of Balmer series
matches the quantum loop No 2 from Table 1. The
same quantum loop exists also in Deuteron. The
BSM model of Hydrogen is different from the Bohr
model, but all quantum numbers and their energy
levels are identifiable. The principle quantum num-
bers are obtainable by considering a whole number
of Compton wavelengths but in specific environ-
ments defined by the proximity  distributed E-field
of the proton and the proton’s Intrinsic Gravitation-
al field. 

It appears that the limiting orbit has a length
of  and all other quantum orbits are inferior.

1 13.6 αc c ~Rc 2πa0 1.3626
2 3.4 αc/2 c/2 2Rc 2πa0/2 0.6813
3 1.51 αc/3 c/3 3Rc 2πa0/3 0.4542
4 0.85 αc/4 c/4 4Rc 2πa0/4 0.3406
5 0.544 αc/5 c/5 5Rc 2πa0/5 0.2725

a 3=

λc
νc

λc

λc c/νc=
2πa0
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This is valid not only  for Balmer series in Hydro-
gen but also for all possible quantum orbits in dif-
ferent atoms, if they are able to provide line
spectra. Therefore, the obtained physical model of
Hydrogen provides a solution of the boundary
conditions problem of the electron orbits. Simi-
lar solution exists for all atoms.

The analysis of interactions between the os-
cillating electron in confined motion and oscillat-
ing CL nodes allows unveiling the process of the
photon generation. According to the BSM concept,
the emission of photon contributing to a particular
spectral line is a result of pumping of CL nodes
from the orbiting and simultaneously rotating and
oscillating electron. In this process usually more
than one orbital cycles  are involved. The emission
of a photon occurs from the surrounding CL
space in the moment when the electron drops
from higher to lower energy orbit. 

This explains why the Quantum Mechanical
model needs  the Heizenberg’s uncertainty princi-
ple, while the BSM model does not need such one.
In Quantum Mechanical models the CL substance
is missing and the process of the photon generation
has to be directly connected to the orbiting elec-
tron. In such case, it seems that the electron posi-
tion could not be located, so a concept of  “electron
cloud” is used. In BSM modes of the atoms every
electron is moving in orbit with well defined spatial
parameters, so its motion could be theoretically an-
alysed in any point of this orbit.

Fig. [7.19] illustrates the close match be-
tween the energy levels calculated by BSM model
of Balmer series in Hydrogen and those provided
by the Quantum mechanics.

 Fig. [7.19]  Comparison between calculated and experi-
mental energy levels for Balmer series 

The electron with unveiled structural param-
eters is used also as a probe for estimation of the
CL space parameters and formulation of mass
equation valid for Newtonian gravitation and mass
(the gravitation and mass we are familiar with).
The Newtonian gravitation (known also as univer-
sal gravitational law) appears as a field of the In-
trinsic Gravitation in CL space, where IG forces are
propagated through the CL structure.

3.3 Lifetime of the orbital motion of the elec-
tron
In section 3.1 it was found that the condition for
phase repetition of the two proper frequencies of
the electron with velocity  (13.6 eV) are ac-
curately met for  2573380 electron turns (about 137
orbital cycles ) and approximately met for three or-
bital cycles. The full travel of the rotating electron
in both cases can be expressed by the product of the
number of turns and helical step. Taking into ac-
count the relativistic gamma correction the full
travel is . In the same time the quantum
velocity of the electron is known. Then dividing the
full travel by the velocity one obtains the orbital
lifetime. 

  (s)                    (7) 

For a second harmonic quantum loops the
number of electron turns is twice smaller, so its ve-
locity and travel length are also twice smaller and
the lifetime appears the same. Consequently the
obtained equation (7) appears valid for a quan-
tum orbit with any subharmonic number, n, and
comprised of single quantum loop (as shown in
Table 2). It is quite reasonable to consider this to be
the lifetime for spontaneous emission. For quan-
tum orbit comprised of m number of quantum loops
the lifetime will be m times larger. Such conditions
appear for the higher order series of Hydrogen in
respect to the Balmer series.

In case of simulated emission, the lifetime of
the orbiting electron could be shortened. It is inter-
esting to find what could be the shortest lifetime in
which a photon generation is still possible. From
Eq. [(3.43.h)] we see that this could be the lifetime
corresponding to three orbital cycles. Proceeding in
a similar way as for the spontaneous emission we
arrive to the result

V αc=

1/α3( ) se×

τsp
3λc

α3c 1 α2–
----------------------------- 6.248 14–×10= =
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  (s)                   (8)

Note: The simplified equations (7) and (8) do
not take into account the relativistic considerations. 

Summary:
• The orbital lifetime for spontaneous emission is 

the time for which the first electron frequency 
makes 2573380 cycles

• The shorter lifetime for simulated emission is 
the time for which the first electron frequency 
make  18778.3 cycles (the secondary electron 
frequency makes 56335 cycles) 

4. External shape and geometry of the proton 
and neutron

It is known from the particle physics experi-
ments that the electron (positron) is an end product
in the most frequent reactions of the type: pion -
muon - electron (positron) or charged kaon - pion -
muon - electron (positron). This feature allows us-
ing the unveiled structural and interaction parame-
ters of the electron in order to solve the inverse
task: to restore and find the physical structures of
muon, pion, kaon and finally the structure of the
stable particles proton and neutron. For this pur-
pose, the derived mass equation Eq. [(3.48)] and its
modification are used in the analysis provided in
Chapter 6 of BSM.  When applied for the proton,
the parameter VH takes into account the total vol-
ume of all helical structures defined by the volume
of their internal Rectangular Lattice. The unknown
parameters of mass budget are obtained by using
accurately measured experimental data from parti-
cle physics but applied according to their corre-
spondence to the unveiled physical models,
according to BSM. One still missing parameter for
solution of the necessary set of equations is the
length of the proton central core (LPC). It, however,
participates in the proton envelope that is found out
to be involved in a permanent interaction process
with a Zero Point Waves of CL space. It is found
that these waves, permanently persistent in CL
space, are directly related to the background tem-
perature of CL space. A theoretical expression of
this temperature is derived in Chapter 5 of BSM by
using the concept of Zero Point Waves (ZPW)
bouncing on the envelope  surface of the proton. In

conditions of dynamical equilibrium, the energy of
the bouncing ZPW is equal to the energy radiated
from the atoms and molecules, dispersed in the
interstellar space. The signature of this process ac-
cording to BSM concept is the measured Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) corresponding to
temperature of 2.72 K. In the derivation of the the-
oretical equation of this temperature the following
physical laws and parameters are involved: the ide-
al gas law, the Avogadro number, the proton geo-
metrical parameters, the relation between the
magnetic moments of electron and neutron (neu-
tron is used more accurately instead of proton in or-
der to reflect the neutrality of the involved atoms
and molecules contributing to the CMB).

          [(5.8)]

where: SW = 1 m2 participates as a reference sur-
face in SI system,    - are the magnetic mo-
ments of electron and neutron, respectively.

The approximate determination of the LPC
from Eq. [(5.8)] allows to solve a set of mass budg-
et equations in Chapter 6 of BSM. In these equa-
tions, some additional data are used from the
particle physics, such as: the mass of eta particle,
the antiproton/proton ratio of stopping power, and
the energy-mass equivalence of W bosons and tau
particle. The calculations allow accurate determi-
nation of the proton (neutron) geometrical parame-
ters and its internal structure. The proton is a
twisted loop hardware structure with a curled
shaped external helical structure of positive prisms.
Inside this envelope there are two pions  (positive
and negative) also with shapes of curled twisted
loops but with larger secondary helical step. One
central kaon structure has a similar shape as the en-
velope of the twisted proton. When the proton is
broken in one place (means the hardware loop is
cut) its positive external helical structure envelope
is usually firstly destroyed (releasing a huge IG en-
ergy from the dens internal RL structure). The in-
ternal so far pions and kaons are released and they
are also broken in one place but in this configura-
tion they are not stable. More often, the kaon decay
into pions, and the pions decay into muon, whose
shape is like a multiturn electron (or positron)
structure. Then the decay of muon is accompanied
by destruction of its internal Rectangular Lattice

τmin
3λc

α2c 1 α2–
----------------------------- 4.5596 16–×10= =

T
NA

2

SW
-------

hνc Rc rp+( )3Lpc
2

2cRcreRig
------------------------------------------

µe
µn
------ 

  2.6758 K= =

µe and  µn
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(also twisted) that  is much denser than the Cosmic
Lattice. During this process an enormous energy is
released. This energy gives the infinities in the Fey-
nman diagrams. Some signatures of released ener-
gies from RL destruction of helical structures, for
example, are the following: the experimentally es-
timated energies corresponding to the “mass” of
W- and W+ bosons (from the kaon structures, ac-
cording to BSM); the experimentally measured en-
ergies corresponding to the “mass” of the tau
particle and the Regge resonance at 1.44 GeV (both
from the helical structures of the normal electron,
according to BSM). All high order helical struc-
tures are built of same lower order helical struc-
tures similar as the single turn structure of electron
(with internal lattice) but they are multiturn, in-
stead. The parameters re and rp of all type helical
structures, however, are the same (slightly different
only for the internal pions and kaon because of
their different degree of twisting).

The briefly described process of proton de-
struction occurs in experiments provided by parti-
cle colliders. One important feature that has been
initially understood in BSM analysis is the strong
and narrow Regge resonances (term in particle
physics experiments) providing a logical indication
that a hardware loop is broken in one place and
internal hardware loops also broken in one
place are released.

The proton core length (LPC) participating in
Eq. [(5.8)] is cross-validated by the Balmer series
model (Chapter 7 of BSM) and by vibrational mod-
els of some simple molecules (Chapter 9 of BSM). 

The proton is a loop of finite thickness twist-
ed in a shape of figure 8, while the neutron is a
same structure but with a shape of double folded
loop. More accurately the  plane projection of the
proton envelope is quite close to a Hippoped curve
with parameter . The twisting (and folding)
direction is strongly defined by the underlined
structures of pions and kaon inside the proton (neu-
tron) envelope. Consequently all protons (and neu-
trons) involved in atomic nuclei have one and a
same handedness (direction of twisting) but differ-
ent degree of twisting). The shapes of the proton
and neutron are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Geometrical parameters of the proton and neu-
tron. The magnified view shows only the external helical
shell without the internal structures of pions and kaon (extrac-
tion from Atlas of ANS)

The estimated geometrical parameters of the
proton (neutron) and electron are given in Table  2.

 
Physical dimensions of stable elementary particles  Table 2
===========================================
Parameter     Value             Description             Reference BSM
                       (m)                                                  Chapter No.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
             1.6277E-10       p and n core length           5, 6
               0.667E-10          p length                          6, 7, 8, 9
              0.19253E-10     p width                           6, 7, 8, 9
                8.8428E-15        small radius of e-          3, 4, 6
                5.8952E-15       small radius of e+         3, 4, 6
                1.7706E-14        e- (e+) helix step                3
               3.86159E-13      e- Compton radius       Known

  7.8411E-13        p and n thickness        6, 7, 8, 9
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notations:
 p - proton, n - neutron, e- - electron, e+ - positron

The calculated physical dimensions of proton
and neutron appear quite different from those ob-
tained by the scattering experiment. However, im-
portant factors such as the vacuum grid and the
particle structures  are both not taken into account
in the interpretation of these experiments so far.
The proton and neutron both have exactly the same
internal structure, so they are distinguishable only
by their overall shape (and a slight difference in
their internal structural twisting that provides a
slight mass difference). Then a question may arise:
why the proton possesses a charge while, the neu-
tron - not. The answer is: The electrical charge is a

a 3=

LPC
LP
WP
re
rp
se
Rc

2 Rc rp+( )
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result of the modulation of the surrounding CL
nodes by the RL(T) lattice of the helical structures
(external shells). In case of neutron, all helical
structures get overall symmetry in respect to its ax-
is. For such shape, the modulation of CL space in
the far field is compensated and the electrical field
is a zero. In case of proton, the overall torus is
twisted and the axial symmetry of RL(T) is de-
stroyed. Therefore, it is able to modulate the CL
node in the near and far field.

Fig 4 shows the spatial geometry of the Deu-
teron, where: p - is the proton and  n - is the neu-
tron. The neutron is centred over the proton saddle
and kept by  the Intrinsic Gravitation (IG) field and
the proximity electrical fields of the neutron and
proton. In such conditions the neutron is kept stable
(it is not able to unfold and convert to  proton).

  

Fig. 5 illustrates the protons and neutrons
arrangement in the nucleus of He. In such close dis-
tance, the internal lattices of the proton’s helical
structures are kept by IG forces that are inverse
proportional to the cube of the distance. The nucle-
us of helium is the most compact atomic structure.
Therefore, its influence on the CL space parame-
ters in comparison to other atomic structures is the
strongest one. As a result, the helium nucleus pos-
sesses the largest binding energy between the in-
volved protons and neutrons.    .

When taking into account the two features of
the proton: a finite geometrical size and the distrib-
uted proximity electrical field it is evident that the
Coulomb law is valid down to some limit, defined
by the finite size of the proton structure. This is ver-
ified by the model of Balmer series in Hydrogen
presented in Chapter 7.  The idealized shape of
Balmer series orbit is shown in Fig. [7.7].

Fig. [7.7]. Idealized shape of Balmer series orbit. Rc
- is the Compton radius, rqm - is a magnetic radius of electron
at sub optimal quantum velocity. The Compton wavelength

 shown as standing waves is is not in scale

5. Atlas of Atomic Nuclear Structures

5.1. Physical atomic models according to BSM 
concept. 

One of the most useful results of BSM theory
with practical importance is the Atlas of Atomic
Nuclear Structures (ANS). The analysis leading to
unveiling the spatial arrangement of the protons
and neutrons in atomic nuclei is provided in Chap-
ter 8 of BSM. It is found that the protons and neu-
trons follow a strict spatial order. This order is
connected to well defined building nuclear tenden-
cy related to the Z number of the elements.  The
signature of this tendency matches quite well the
row-column pattern of the Periodic table, the
Hund’s rules and the Pauli exclusion principle. The
Atlas of ANS provides nuclear configurations of
the elements from Hydrogen to Lawrencium (Z =
103). For drawing simplification of the nuclear
structures, the protons and neutrons are presented
by simplified patterns reminding their shape. The
left part of  Fig. 6 shows the  patterns used for the
proton, deuteron, tritii and helium, while the right
part shows the most common shapes and possible
dimension of the quantum orbits. The dimensions
of the quantum orbits and the proton and neutron
are given in one and a same scale.

Fig. 4. Deuteron with
electron in Balmer series
according to BSM physi-
cal model

Fig. 5. Helium nucleus
according to BSM phy-
sical model

λc
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For any atomic nucleus, a polar axis is identi-
fiable. It is defined by the long symmetrical axis of
one or more He nuclei that are always in the middle
of atomic nucleus. The atomic nuclei posses also
twisting features due to the proton twisting, but it is
not shown in the drawings. In the Atlas of ANS, the
pattern of proton is  symbolized by arrow in order
to simplify the drawings. Additional symbolic no-
tations are used for the the different types of bonds
and pairing in which IG and EM fields are in-
volved. 

5.2. Three-dimensional structure of atomic 
nuclei and limited angular freedom of the 
valence protons. 

The Atlas of Atomic Nuclear Structures pro-
vides the nuclear configurations of the stable iso-
topes. One or more He nuclei are in the nuclear
centre, aligned with the polar axis of symmetry.
The peripheral building blocks of the lighter ele-
ments are usually deuterons, while the element
tritii appears more frequently in the nuclei of heav-
ier elements. The positions of the protons are de-
fined by the consecutive number of proton’s shell
and by the type of the bonds between the protons.
Fig [8.2] illustrates the backbone structure of nu-
cleus allowing the most dens pack of the protons
and neutrons, having in mind the opposite forces
keeping their positions: the attractive IG forces and
the repulsive electrical forces between the proxim-
ity fields of the protons and the neutrons. The
chain structure appears for the atoms with Z > 18
(after Argon).

The structural restrictions of the positions of
the atoms in the molecules comes from two factors: 

- stable structural arrangements of the bonded
protons of the nucleus

- angular restrictions of the valence protons

    

                          Fig. [8.2]
a. - polar structure; b. - polar-chain structure

 The unveiled type of bonds between protons
and neutrons in the atomic nucleus are given by Ta-
ble 3. The gravitational bonds are held by the IG
field of the intrinsic matter (more explicitly the IG
field of the internal lattices of the helical structures
from which the proton and neutron are built). The
IG field controls also the proximity E-field of the
proton (and proximity locked E-field of neutron)
and its unity charge appearance. For this reason, all
GB types of bonds  are very stable.

 
Bonds in the atomic nuclear structure             Table 3

===========================================
Bond notation           Description
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
   GB                        Gravitational bond by IG forces
   GBpa                    polar attached GB
   GBpc                    polar clamped GB
   GBclp                   (proton) club proximity GB
   GBnp                   neutron to proton GB
   EB                        electronic bond (weak bond)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The four different types of the gravitational
bonds and one type of electronic bond are illustrat-
ed in Fig. [8.4], where the positions of some quan-
tum orbits are also shown. The GBpa bonds for
valence protons have an angular restricted freedom
of motion in a plane close to the polar section. Pro-
tons (deuterons) held by GBpa and GBclp  bonds
do not have any freedom of motion.  The EB type
of bonds are valid only for the valence protons but
they are provided by electron orbit pairing, corre-
sponding to the Hund rules. There are few types of
such pairings. The two of them are more important:

Fig. 6

 Patterns for
simple ele-
ments and 
quantum 
orbits
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a first type - two orbits in separated parallel orbital
planes;  a second type - a single orbit with two elec-
trons with different QM spins, according to a Pauli
exclusion principle (they are orbiting in opposite
directions). The second type of Hund rule appears
valid for EB bonds.  

 Fig. [8.4] The left-side structure is 7Li nucleus,. The
right-side structure is only a portion of nucleus showing the
different type of bonds, according to Table 3. The planes of
the shown quantum orbits are normal to the drawing plane.

 The GB type bonds could not be broken in
any type of chemical reaction, but only in nuclear
reactions where quite large energies are involved.
The EB type of bond however is weak. Bonds of
such type begin from the raw 13 of the Periodic ta-
ble while in raw 18 (noble gazes) they are convert-
ed to GBclp bonds. The EB bonds normally
exclude the external shell protons from chemical
valence, so they play a role for the principal va-
lence of the elements from group 13 to 17. This is
valid for rows 1, 2, 3 of the Periodical table. In
some conditions, however, the EB bonds could be
broken, so the element may exhibit multiple oxida-
tion numbers. 

For some chemical compounds between ele-
ments with large number of valence protons, not all
of them can be connected by electronic bonds. This
is a result of the finite nuclear size of the atoms and
the angular restriction of the valence protons.

It is evident from the nuclear structure that
the positions of the electron orbits are strictly
determined by the positions of the protons with
their proximity electrical fields and the condi-
tions of quantum orbits provided by Table 1.
Therefore, the electron orbits are not shown in the
Atlas of ANS but their positions are easily identifi-

able. Having in mind the above consideration the
well defined orbital positions are characterized by
the same first ionization potential embedded in the
Quantum Mechanical models and obtained experi-
mentally.

6. Electronic bonds between atoms in molecules
It is evident that the BSM model of the atom

allows identification of the orbital planes and
chemical bond orientation of the atoms when con-
nected in molecules. Additionally the Quantum
Mechanical spin of the orbiting electron in respect
to the proton twisting is also identifiable. The pro-
ton envelope is twisted torus, so it possesses a well-
defined handedness along any one of its axes of
symmetry. Then, the electron in the quantum orbit
shown in Fig. 4 has an option to move in two dif-
ferent direction in respect to the proton direction of
twisting. This will correspond to two slightly dif-
ferent energy levels for one and a same quantum
number. Its signature is a fine structure splitting
of the spectral line. 

The intrinsic conditions of the quantum orbits
defined by the two proper frequencies of the elec-
tron and the CL space properties are valid also for
the bonding electrons in molecules. Let consider-
ing the most simple case of H2 molecule identified
as  an ortho-I state. Its shape is illustrated in Fig.
[(19.2)].

Fig. [9.12]  Structure of H2 - ortho-I state molecule
    Lp  - is a proton length

Lq(1) is a long side of a first harmonic quantum orbit
rn - is the distance between the Hydrogen atoms
r - distance between the electron and the proton’s 
 core in the circular section (for the most external orbit

Note: The quantum orbit quasiplane  is perpendicular to the
quasiplane of the protons.  However, they both are shown in
one plane for simplification of the drawing

 In this figure, the three-dimensional shape of
the proton is replaced, for simplicity, by a 2-dimen-

proton
r

rn

0.65Lp 0.65Lp

Lp

Lq(1)

quantum orbit
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sional Hippoped curve with parameter . The
molecular vibration in such simple system is of lin-
ear type. The long axes of the protons and quantum
orbit are aligned with the molecular vibrational ax-
is. The both electrons move in a common quantum
loop (orbit) but in opposite directions (opposite
QM spins). The quantum orbit crosses the Hip-
poped curves of the protons in the locus points. We
may assume that every orbiting electron is able to
neutralize one charge, by interconnecting its E-
filed lines to the proton E-field. Let considering the
moment, when both electron are in the locus points
of the Hippoped curves, representing the protons.
Their velocity vectors in this case are perpendicular
to the direction of the molecular vibration and do
not contribute to the momentum energy of the sys-
tem. Then, their moment interaction can be esti-
mated by considering only two unit charges at
distance rn. Now, let assume that the left proton and
the right electron are both missing. The system en-
ergy in this case is   [eV]. The same consid-
erations and results are valid also for the other
symmetrical case. Adding the energies from the
two symmetrical cases we get the full system ener-
gy. 

     [(9.40)]

where: the factor 0.6455 defines the distance of the
locus from the central symmetrical point of the
Hippoped curve with factor .

7. Vibrational motion of atoms connected in 
molecule by electronic bonds.

One of the features of the Intrinsic Gravita-
tional (IG) field of the helical structures from
which particles are built is the ability to create elec-
trical charge. BSM analysis unveils the physical
meaning of the electrical charge as modulation of
CL nodes by internal RL structures of the helical
structures from which the elementary particles are
built. In such aspect the energy of the electrical
charge could be regarded as a part of IG energy of
the particle in CL space environment. In a near
filed range the proximity field of the charge parti-
cle possesses a spatial configuration, while in a far
field range it appears as a point charge. The analy-
sis of the vibrational motion of two atoms connect-
ed in molecule by electronic bonds allows to

identify some quantum mechanical features. The
vibration causes spatial modulation of the near
electrical field created by the protons participating
in the electronic bond. The mechanism responsible
for this modulation is a quantum quasishrink effect
discussed in Chapter 2. This effect is a result of
slight change of the resonance frequency of EQ CL
node in comparison to MQ CL node. The  modula-
tion features of CL space are analysed by using a
total energy of the system that involves:

- the IG energy
- the energy of the electrical charge
- the kinetic energy of the involved particles
- the energy of the emitted or absorbed photon
- the vibrational energy

 In analysis the IG field energy is presented as
integration of IG forces from some initial value to
infinity. Practically the integration does not go to
infinity because in case of inverse cubic law the
field strength falls vary fast with the distance.

    [(9.13)]

where:  mpo is the Intrinsic mass of the proton,
Go is the intrinsic gravitational constant

  - IG factor
Note: The factor 2 in front of the integral

comes from the two arm branches (along abcd ax-
es) of the CL space cell unit. They both are includ-
ed in the xyz cell unit to which all the CL space
parameters are referenced. All equations using CIG
factor in the following analysis confirms the need
of factor 2. 

The vibrational motion of the simple H2 mol-
ecule is analysed based on the total energy balance
in which the energy of IG field is a major compo-
nent. The total momentum energy balance at the
equilibrium point is given by 

  (eV)       [(9.18)]

where:  - is the energy of the two
electrical charges (for two protons);

 - is the kinetic energy of the two
electrons.

The analysis unveils the vibrational states
and one  metastable state of H2 ortho-I molecule.
The obtained expression for the vibrational levels
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of this molecule with good for accuracy for their
identification is: 

                        (9.23)
                                                                            

  (9.23.a)

The photoelectron and optical spectrum are
analysed and the corresponding transitions and vi-
brational levels are identified. The calculated vi-
brational levels are compared to those identified
from the optical spectrum. The calculated vibra-
tional curve fits quite well to these levels after ad-
justing a small offset level corresponding to EX,
whose value is 6.26 (eV). It is likely a constant
from the integration in Eq. [(9.13)] that influences
slightly only the vertical position of the vibrational
curve. The influence of this parameter on CIG,
however, is intrinsically small (beyond 5 signifi-
cant digit), so for the number of tasks it could be
omitted. Therefore, Eq. [(9.18)] allows determina-
tion one very useful parameter of IG field - the fac-
tor CIG

            [(9.17)]

 

Fig. [9.24] shows simultaneously the vibra-
tional energy levels Ev, calculated by Eq. [(9.23)]
and those estimated from the optical transitions
E(0-ν’’) and E(1-ν’’) in UV spectrum (Lyman sys-
tem) provided by I. Dabrowsky (1984). More de-
tails about identification of the transitions are given
in §9.6 in Chapter 9 of BSM. The fractional error
between calculated levels and experimental data is
in a range of +/- 0.035%. While the vibrational
curve is usually drawn as energy level towards in-
ternuclear distance, the step-like curve  is an energy
level towards a vibrational quantum number. The
obtained value of energy difference between the
smallest and largest vibrational number is 4.4834
eV, pretty close to the experimentally obtained val-
ue of 4.478 eV.

The analysis indicates that the total energy
balance according to Eq. [(9.18)] is kept very accu-
rate, despite the large IG energy. Therefore: 

The emission or absorption of a photon is
a result of comparatively small disturbance of
the total energy balance.

Fig. [9.24]. Energy levels Ev, (eV) calculated by Eq.
(9.23) towards the vibrational levels for H2 - ortho.  The cal-
culated levels are shown by step line, while the optical transi-
tions corresponding to two different QM spins are shown by
diamonds. 

 
Similar analysis is provided also for D2 mol-

ecule since it is a more typical building element in
the atomic nuclei.  

Note: The BSM model of vibrational motion
works in highly nonlinear IG field, so it is quite dif-
ferent than the Quantum mechanical models. The
obtained results are only for identification of the in-
volved quantum effects and verification of the
structure and spatial parameters of the particles:
proton, neutron, electron. Therefore, despite the
good match shown in Fig. [9.24] the calculated by
Eq. [(9.23)] energy levels may differ from QM lev-
els and especially for higher vibrational numbers.

Applying a total energy balance analysis for
diatomic molecules an approximate expression for
vibrational levels,  of homonuclear molecules is
obtained (BSM, Chapter 9, §9.15.2) It is approxi-
mate because the participated IG mass of the atom-
ic nucleus is considered located in a point. In
number of cases, however, the accuracy is enough
for determination of the possible quantum orbit
from the set of available quantum orbits. For this
purpose a direct expression of internuclear distance
of diatomic homonuclear molecule is derived from
a conditions of total energy balance.

                       (9.56)
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   (9.56.a)

where:   - is a total energy involved in the
bond connection of pair valence protons (deuter-
ons), A - is the atomic mass for one atom in daltons
(atomic mass units), p - is the number of protons in-
volved in the bonding system (also per one atom),
n - is the subharmonic quantum number of the
quantum orbit, rn - is the internuclear distance at
the equilibrium vibrational point.

The quantum orbit could contained not only
one but more quantum loops (see §7.4, Chapter 7 of
BSM). In such case Eq. (9.56) and (9.56.a) obtains
modifications, discussed in §9.15.3 of Chapter 9 of
BSM.

The conditions defining the interatomic
quantum orbits in molecules are different from
those of atomic quantum orbits. In a latter case, the
conditions determined the possible quantum orbit
are determined by the proton dimensions, so they
are stable. For interatomic quantum orbits in mole-
cules, however, the defining conditions are influ-
enced by the nuclear motion of involved atoms, in
which the IG field interactions are involved. The
IG forces are able to modulate the spatial configu-
ration of the proximity E-field of the protons in-
volved in the electronic bond. As a result, the
vibrational quantum conditions occur at intrinsical-
ly small deviations from the internuclear distance.
The actual vibrational range for H2 ortho-I mole-
cule  is given by the expression

                                   (9.26)
For the identified maximum vibrational

number , the range of vibrations is only
 (m) while the estimated internucle-

ar distance is 2.23E-10 (m). 

8. Method for determination the possible con-
figurations of diatomic molecules

The possible configuration of diatomic mole-
cules could be unveiled by simultaneous applica-
tion of the following methods:

(a) a drawing method: using the spatial con-
figuration of the nucleus and selected possible orbit
from the quantum orbit set

(b) a theoretical calculation of the internucle-
ar distance by Eq. (9).

(c) calculation of low number energy levels
and comparing the results with transitions of iden-
tified spectral bands from the optical and photo-
electron spectra (Note: The expression [(9.34)] is
based on point IG masses and may not be accurate
for diatomic molecules with a large Z number of at-
oms).

The intrinsically small change of the internu-
clear distance of vibrating within one band mole-
cule, mentioned in the previous paragraph,
facilitates the task for identification of the possible
configuration of a simple molecule. Applying Eq.
[(9.34)] for diatomic molecules in which Z>4, it is
found that a quantum orbit of Lq(1) is not possible
due to the restrictions imposed by the finite size of
the atomic nuclei. This additionally facilitates the
task for identification of the possible states.

Fig. [9.42] shows the photoelectron spectra
of O2 molecule. They likely correspond to different
internuclear distances.

Fig. [9.42]. PE spectrum of O2 molecule excited by He I ra-
diation (Turner et all., courtesy of K. Kimura et al., (1981)).
The capital letters in brackets is a notation used by BSM.

Table 9.6 shows the calculated internuclear
distances for different quantum orbits Lq, using Eq.
[(9.55)] (first raw) and the estimated distances by
the drawing method (second raw).  

Calculated by Eq. (9.55) values for rn for               Table 9.6
O2 states. The values are given in Angstroms (A).  
===========================================
 rn                          Lq(2)             Lq(2)         Lq(2x)        Lq(3)    
 (A)                     (1 bond)     (2 bonds)     (2 bonds)    (2 bonds)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
by Eq. (9)             2.57 A         1.698 A                         1.219 A 
by drawing          2 A              1.7 A           1.74 A       1.25 A  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
possible state  {B}or {C}       {D}              {E}            {A}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

EB n( )
CIG

Lq n( ) 0.6455Lp+[ ]2
-------------------------------------------------- hνc 2 α2

n
------– 

 –=

EB n( )

δr 2πα4υm
2 Lq 1( )=

υm 18=
δr 7.866 16–×10=
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The bottom raw of Table 9.6 provides the
possible states of O2 molecule obtained by the two
methods  and their probable correspondence to the
states of the photoionization spectrum shown in
Fig. [9.42].

Some of the possible configurations the O2
molecule, corresponding to different states are
shown in Figures [9.43], [9.44] and [9.45].

9. Examples of possible configurations of some 
molecules
Note: In most of the following drawings the pro-
tons and neutrons in the central polar section of the
atomic nucleus are only shown.

        Fig. [9.43]  Possible configurations of   O2(D) and O2(A). 
{D} and {A} are states of O2 according BSM model. The or-
bital planes of electrons do not lie in the drawing plane, but
they are shown in this way for drawing simplification. The
number in a bracket indicates the subharmonic number of the
quantum orbit.

Fig. [9.45] A possible configuration of O2 molecule in {E}
state

 Fig. [9.53] Two views of the probable configuration of ox-
ygen atom in Airglow state responsible for line emissions
at 5577 A and 6300 A.
.

                              Fig. [9.53.A]
   Ozone molecule with second subharmonic bonding orbits
   Every one of the three bonding orbits contains two electrons
   with opposite Quantum Mechanical spins

Fig. [9.54] Configuration of (OH)-  ion. Every elec-
tronic bond orbit contains two electrons with opposite QM
spins, so the molecule is symmetrical (the planes of bonding
orbits are at 90 deg, in respect to the protons equivalent
planes)

 

  Fig. 9.56 One view of CO2 molecule.  The CO2 mol-
ecule possesses rotational symmetry about the polar axis due
to the 90 deg rotational symmetry of C atom. If rotating 90
deg around zz axis the view of the left side will change with
the view of the right side. 
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.

                  Fig. [9.59] Water molecule
 .

Fig. 9.7 Cl2 molecule. The dashed oval is the envelope of Ne
 nucleus. A set of the possible quantum orbits is shown in the
square box, where the number in bracket indicates the subhar-
monic number of electron quantum velocity. The experimen-
tal value of internuclear distance between Cl atoms is 1.98 A.

10. Rotational component in vibrational rota-
tional spectra of molecules

The electronic type of chemical bonds allows
a vibrational type of motion of the involved nuclei.
The vibrational levels obtained by Eq. [(9.23)] for
H2 and [(9.34] for diatomic molecules corresponds
to the most energetic transitions of the optical spec-
trum for zero rotational states. The BSM analysis
leads to a conclusion that the rotational compo-
nents in the vibrational rotational spectra, ac-
cording to BSM, are likely result of shape
distortion of the quantum electronic orbits. 

The possible types of the shape distortion are:
- a symmetrical distortion
- an asymmetrical distortion
The both types of distortion are shown re-

spectively  in Fig. [9.16], a. and b.

                           Fig. [9.16]
  a. - symmetrical  and b. - asymmetrical distortion of

the bonding orbit
The vibrational motion of linear diatomic

molecules involves symmetrical distortions of the
bonding orbits. The effect of the distortion of the
bonding orbit and its signature in the vibrational-
rotational spectrum is illustrated by Fig. [9.17].

  Fig. [9.17] Section of three consecutive levels of the
vibrational ladder with fine structure levels from the bonding
system frequency set. In the right side the corresponding op-
tical spectrum from transition between these levels and the
lowest level is shown.

For molecules with two binding orbits one of
the bonds is a point of rotation at any moment (con-
tributing to Q branch), while the other undergoes a
symmetrical distortion (contributing to P and R
branches) and they change alternatively.

The vibrational motion in bent molecules in-
volves additional asymmetrical distortion of the
binding quantum orbits. This effect contributes to
folded P or R branches in some molecules with
bent shape.
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11. Structural and angular restrictions of the 
chemical bonds of electronic type

11.1. Restrictions from atomic nuclear configu-
ration

The provided considerations in §5, §6 and §7
demonstrate that the structural and angular restric-
tions  reduce significantly the degree of freedom of
the atoms connected by electronic bonds. The same
restrictions are also responsible for the molecular
bending. These features are not apparent from the
Quantum Mechanical models of the atoms.

The mentioned considerations are not valid
for ionic bonds where the atoms are not connected
by electronic bonds but by attractive forces be-
tween oppositely charged ions. The internuclear
distances in ionic bonds are also larger and such
molecules exhibit different physical properties.
Consequently they  are not able to possess vibra-
tional motion in which the quantum orbits play im-
portant roles. For this reasons the ionic compounds
don’t have vibrational rotational spectra. Only sep-
arated ions are able to provide ionic line spectra.

The following conclusion is valid only for
chemical compounds with electronic bonds, but
not for compounds with ionic bonds.
• The degrees of freedom of connected atoms 

in molecules by electronic bonds are reduced 
by structural restrictions and limited angu-
lar freedom of the valence protons. This  
restrictions are defined by the nuclear con-
figurations of the involved atoms.

11.2. Restrictions imposed by the nuclear con-
figurations of the involved atoms

If not taking into account the existing one or
more He nuclei (with their polar electrons) in the
nucleus of anyone of the atoms,  every single pro-
ton in the atom has own electron, connected to the
free proton club (the club that is not polar at-
tached). Some of these proton clubs, however, are
GBclp or EB bonded in pairs. For EB bonded pro-
tons the two electrons with opposite QM spin cir-
culate in a common orbit whose plane is almost
parallel to the polar atomic axis. For GBclp bonded
protons the two electrons with opposite spin circu-
late in a common orbit whose plane is almost per-
pendicular to the polar axis. In both cases, the

common quantum orbit passes through the clubs of
the protons. The orbital trajectory is well defined
by the proximity E-field of the involved protons.
The positions of GBclp protons are strongly fixed,
while the EB protons are weakly fixed by the quan-
tum orbits. Any fixed orbit may not lye in a plane
but it is quite close to a fixed equivalent orbital
plane that gets a proper symmetrical position in re-
spect to the polar nuclear axis. From above men-
tioned consideration it is evident that the quantum
orbits connected to BGps, GBclp and EB type of
bonds have fixed orientation of their equivalent
planes. These fixed positions are much stronger
held in comparison to the orbital plane positions of
the chemical bonds.

Table 4 provides the number of different type
proton bonds in the nuclei of some elements and
the total electrons with commonly aligned equiva-
lent orbital planes (where: Ne - is the number of
electrons with aligned equivalent orbital planes)

                                                            Table 4.
===========================================

Atom         GBclp          EB           Ne
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

C                 0                 0              2
N                 0                 1              2
O                 2                 0              6
P                  4                 1             10
S                  4                 2             10
Cl                 4                 3             10
Ca                8                 0             18
Fe                8                 0             18
Cu                8                4             18

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
In the analysis provided in Chapter 8 and 9 of

BSM it is found that two of the external shell pro-
tons of the oxygen atom are GBclp bonded. The
signature indicating such type of bonding appears
in the first ionization potential trend as a function
of Z-number and also in the photoionization poten-
tial of the oxygen (known as autoionization fea-
ture). The nuclear structure of Oxygen is illustrated
in Fig. 7.

In the right part of the drawing, the common
positions of the fixed electron orbits are shown as
viewed from the polar axis. The projections pat-
terns of the two polar orbit electrons (1s electrons
according to QM model) are shown by different
colours. Their similar patterns exhibit angular  ro-
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tation around the polar axis due to the nuclear
twisting of the atomic nucleus. This feature, valid
for all atoms, is a result of the proton twisting. The
GBclp bonded protons (deuterons) are shown in the
plane of drawing while the valence protons (deuter-
ons) are closely aligned to a perpendicular plane,
but shown at oblique angles for a drawing simplifi-
cation purpose.

    

 Fig. 7  Nuclear structure of the Oxygen atom. The two
valence type protons in the left side of the nucleus are in fact
in a plane perpendicular to the drawing

The stability of such nuclear configuration
with two GBclp pairs is a result of the nuclear sym-
metry in which the two polar electrons (from 1s
shell) have strong influence. This configuration
provides much larger angular freedom of the two
valence protons that may explain the large chemi-
cal activity of the Oxygen atom.

12. Validation of the structural features of BSM 
atomic models by the organic and biomolecules 
with known structure and atomic composition.

12.1. General considerations
The 3D structures and atomic compositions

of many biomolecules now are well known. In such
structures, the individual atoms are identified as
nodes with known coordinates. The angular coordi-
nates of their chemical bonds are also known. This
information is sufficient in order to replace the
nodes in the 3D structure of any large molecule
with the physical models of the atoms according to
BSM concept. If the BSM models are correct, their
spatial configuration and angular bond restrictions
should match the 3D structure of the biomolecules.
Once the BSM models are validated and corrected

if necessary, the complex biomolecules and any
macromolecule with known shape could be studied
from a new point of view. The application of the
BSM models, for example, allows identification of
the positions of all orbits. This includes the nuclear
and the chemical bonds electronic orbits. Then the
conditions for possible interactions, modifications
and energy transfer could be analysed at atomic
level. The carbon atom is one of the most abundant
elements in the organic and biomolecules. The left
part of Fig 8. shows the 3D structures of the carbon,
while the right part shows the possible quantum or-
bits in the same scale. They are denoted by their
subharmonic number (defined by the quantum ve-
locity of the electron)

     Fig. 8. Nuclear structure of carbon atom

12.2. Ring atomic structures in organic mole-
cules.

Most of the organic molecules contain ring
atomic structures. The molecule of benzene could
be considered as a simple example of a ring struc-
ture. The biomolecules usually possess a large
number of ring atomic structures. Fig. 9. shows the
3D molecular structure of aspirin where the ring
structure of 6 carbon atoms is similar as in benzene.
Fig. 10 shows the same structure of aspirin at atom-
ic level by application of BSM atomic models.
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 .

Fig. 9 Three dimensional structure of the molecule of
aspirin (PDB file visualized by Chime software)

  

Fig.  10  Three dimensional structure of aspirin by
BSM atomic models

The single atoms Deuteron, Oxygen and Car-
bon and the size of quantum orbit of second subhar-
monic are shown in the left upper corner. The
valence protons (deuterons) of the oxygen atom are
in fact in a plane perpendicular to the plane of EB

bonded protons (deuterons) but they are shown
with reduced dimensions in order to imitate an ob-
lique angle in 3D  view. The same is valid also for
the valence protons of the carbon atom. In Fig. 9
the electronic orbits providing chemical bonds are
only shown. For molecule with known 3D structure
and composition the common positions of all elec-
tronic orbits with their equivalent orbital planes are
identifiable. It is clearly apparent that the 3D struc-
ture of the molecule is defined by the following
conditions:

(a) a finite size of the involved atomic nuclei
(b) an angular restricted freedom of valence

protons
(c) a finite orbital trace length defined by the

quantum conditions of the circulating electron
(d) orbital interactions
(e) a QM spin of the electron (the motion di-

rection of the electron in respect to the proton twist-
ing)

The QM mechanical models of atoms are
mathematical models in which the features (c), (d),
and (e) are directly involved, while the features (a)
and (b) are indirectly involved by the selection of
proper wavefunctions. In this process however
some of the spatial and almost all angular restric-
tions are lost. Let emphasize now the difference be-
tween the suggested BSM models of atoms and
molecules and the QM models:

- QM model: the electrons participating in
chemical bonds are orbiting around both point-like
nuclei, i. e. they are not localised

- BSM model: the electrons involved in the
chemical bonds are localised

-QM model: the chemical bond lengths are
estimated from the electron microscopy assuming
the planetary atomic model in which the larger
electron concentrations are centred around the
poinlike nucleus

- BSM model: the chemical bond length may
need re-estimation, because the orbits of the chem-
ical bond electrons do not encircle the bound atom-
ic nuclei.

- BSM model: the length of single C-C bond
may vary only by the subharmonic number of
quantum orbit, while the length in a double C=C
bond is additionally dependent of the angular posi-
tions of the valence protons.
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12.3 Some abundant atomic structures in bio-
molecules.

Ring structures are very abundant in many bi-
omolecules and  they are very often arranged in
particular order along their chain. DNA and pro-
teins contain large number of ring structures.

Fig.11 shows the spatial arrangement of ring
atomic structures in a portion of β−type DNA. The
positions of some (O+4C) rings from the deoxyri-
bose molecule that is involved in the helical back-
bone strands of DNA are pointed by arrows.

Fig. 11  Part of DNA structure with indicated positions
of some of (O+5C) atomic rings

 
Fig. 12 shows the ring atomic structure

(O+4C) from the DNA strand. The valence deuter-
ons involved in the ring structure  practically have
some small twisting, but the quantum orbit of sin-
gle valence bond also could be twisted. This feature
gives some freedom for formation of ring struc-
tures of different atoms. The rotational freedom of
the single valence bonds, however, may be accom-
panied by some stiffness that increases with the de-
gree of  the orbital twisting. Some of the atoms of
the ring structure are also connected to other exter-
nal atoms. All this considerations provide explana-
tion why the ring structure (O+5C) connected to
the DNA strand is not flat but curved.

The BSM atomic models unveil one impor-
tant feature of the ring structure. The quantum or-
bits are localised in a ring. Therefore, it is likely
possible the ring structure to be able to hold energy
as a rotating excited state. This is reasonable if tak-
ing into account the spin-orbital interaction exist-
ing in atoms (discussed in Chapter 8). Then this
could be a kind of energy storage mechanism. This
issue is discussed in BSM_Application_3.

 Fig. 12  Ring atomic structure from the deoxyribose
 molecule involved in DNA strand

12.4 Weak hydrogen bonds
It is known that a weak hydrogen bond is pos-

sible between two atoms, one of which does not
possess a free valence. The bond connection is a re-
sult of orbital interactions. In such aspects the hy-
drogen bonds connecting the purines to
pyramidines in DNA molecule are of two types: 
<N-H...O> and <N-H...N>, where the single va-
lence electronic bond is denoted by “-” and the H-
bond is denoted by “...”. The BSM concept allows
finding of the possible orbital orientation for such
type of bond. This is illustrated by Fig. 13.

In a hydrogen bond of type N-H...O the plane
of electronic orbit of hydrogen appears almost par-
allel to the commonly oriented nuclear orbits of ox-
ygen atom in which six electrons are involved (see
Table 4 and Fig. 7). In a hydrogen bond of type N-
H...N the plane of electronic orbit of hydrogen is
almost parallel to the equivalent planes of the two
polar orbits of N in which two electrons are in-
volved. It is evident that the hydrogen bond is char-
acterized by the following features:

- the connection is a result of common orbital
orientation

- the H-bond requires critical range of distance 
- the H-bond allows a large rotational freedom

This three features allows the DNA molecule
to possess excellent folding properties.
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Fig. 13. Two types of hydrogen bonds

13. BSM atomic models and nanotechnology.
Fig. 14 shows a sheet of the unfolded cylindrical
wall with identified valence of the chemical bonds,
so that the four valences of all carbon atoms (ex-
cluding the edge atoms) are connected.
 

Let considering the hexagonal ring as a unit
structure of the sheet. Then the sheet is comprised
of two types of  ring structures:
    - ring structure of I-st type (containing only sin-
gle valence bonds)
    - ring structures of II-nd type (containing tree sin-
gle valence bonds and three second valence bonds).

Fig. 15 provides an axonometric view of a
sheet, corresponding to unfolded cylindrical part of
single walled carbon nanotube. The rings of I-st
type are clearly distinguishable from the rings of II-
nd type. The protons, involved in the second va-
lence bonds lie in a plane perpendicular to the sheet
plane. In the same figure all quantum orbits provid-
ing chemical bonding are also shown.

 

Fig. 15 Axonometric view of model of single wall
sheet of carbon nanotube 

Conclusions. 
BSM theory is developed using a new  ap-

proach and methodology with resurrected principle
of objectivity, causality and logical understanding
[18]. The reconsideration of space-time formula-
tion gives a possibility for analysis of wide range of
physical phenomena from a different point of view
without need of the Heisenberg uncertainty princi-
ple. This allows unveiling deterministic relations in
tough problems where the human logic was consid-
ered as failed. In such aspect the mysteries of the
Quantum Mechanics, the General and the Special
Relativity obtain logical explanations.

Between the major output results of the
BSM theory are the unveiled structures of atomic
nuclei and the physical models of the atoms. They
can be reliably validated by existed data base about
the atomic structure and compositions of organic
and biomolecules. The physical models and under-
standable quantum interactions could be used for
theoretical analysis of the energy processes in the
biomolecules (see BSM _Application_3). Another
potentially useful application is a “New vision
about a controllable fusion reaction D+D->He with
efficient energy yield” (BSM_Application_1). 

The suggested BSM atomic models do not
intend to undermine the Quantum Mechanical
models of the atoms.  The new vision is that they
provide accurate calculations of QM interactions
from energetic point of view, but they are not able
to unveil the physical structures of the involved
particles. Therefore they are mathematical models

Fig. 14
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only. From a point of view of BSM concept the
ability of these models to provide accurate calcula-
tions of interaction energies is a result of intrinsic
linearization feature in the unique conditions of
self-sustainable CL grid, valid only for the energy
scale. This linearization appears slightly  disturbed
only in boundary conditions of the ground state or-
bits (apparent in BSM model of Hydrogen, for ex-
ample, presented in Chapter 7 of BSM). Its
signature is the Lamb shift.

Applied in the field of cosmology the BSM
analysis leads to a different concept about the evo-
lution processes in the Universe, challenging the
Big Bang model. A hypothesis of stationary uni-
verse with recycling galaxies is presented in Chap-
ter 12 of BSM.

Finally the BSM theory may serve for
building of successful unified field theory. The
interdisciplinary analysis indicates that the relation
matter-energy-gravitation is a fundamental one
from which all known physical laws and postulates
could be derived. The understanding of this rela-
tion may allow us to adopt the cold fusion energy
and to control the gravitation.  
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